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We are pleased to invite submissions of abstracts for the El’Manuscript-2014 international conference on the creation and development of information systems for storage, processing, description, analysis, and publication of medieval and early modern hand-written and printed texts and documentary records. Any person involved in the creation
or analysis of these resources is welcome to participate.

El‘Manucr ipt-2014 is the fifth in a series of biennial international conferences entitled &ldquo;Textual Heritage and Information Technologies&rdquo; (http://textualheritage.org).
The programme of the conference traditionally includes tutorials, lectures, and computer classes for young scholars and students.
The working languages of the 2014 conference are English, Bulgarian and Russian, and papers presented at the Conference will be published in a volume of proceedings and on the http://textualheritage.org website. Selected papers in English will be published in a special issue of the Digital Medievalist Journal (http://digitalmedievalist.org/journal) and, if written in Bulgarian, English or Russian, Palaeobulgarica

The fifth conference is a joint event of the Textual Heritage and Digital Medievalist scholarly communities. It is co-organized by Izhevsk State Technical University (Russia) and the Cyrillo-Methodian Research Centre at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and supported by the Sustainable Development of Bulgaria Foundation.
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